Query and Translate Anything

- From Telephone Calls, Speech, Video and Text instantly and 30% more accurately than Google
- Supports 44 Languages for speech recognition and Machine Translation using NLP
- Enabled for full hands free interaction via voice commands using Artificial Intelligence and Semantics.
- Guaranteed accuracy with ability to get one of over 10,000 live interpreters online within 1 minute who support over 200 languages.
CLOUD BASED SERVICES FOR
Translation - Dictation - Calling - Chat-Video

Cloud Platform
Scale up quickly with a cloud platform based on open standards

Enterprise Grade APIs
Straightforward to implement through web services layer.

Integration with IT Infrastructure
Authentication, billing, provisioning and customer care.

Lower Costs – Fast Deployment
Minimal cost of ownership, reduced risk and quick go-to-market.

White Label
Fully white label solution – build your own brand.

Branding and Customization
Rebrandable and customizable in any way.

Your Language API
supports 44 Languages machine and 144 Human

World Class Support
Because your satisfaction is our top priority

SpeechTrans
THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED TRANSLATOR
SpeechTrans, HP and Epson Pilot at Lincoln Center

- SpeechTrans and HP beat out Sony on bid for Pilot.
- Service provides Closed captions in heads up display to be in compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act for Hard of Hearing and Hearing Impaired.
- Translated Closed captions will also provide wider audience for Independent Film viewers.

Meg Whitman testing SpeechTrans Hearing Impaired solution #MWC16
“With SpeechTrans we have helped many patients get the care they deserve, from Arabic to Vietnamese and Spanish. We even had an African native that we communicated with using SpeechTrans.”

Keith Flippin  
IT Coordinator  
GraceMed Health Clinic  
Miami, FL

“The problem was, she only spoke French, and D’Alonzo only spoke Spanish. He used the app to explain that she would be prepped for an emergency C-Section because her baby’s heart rate was crashing.”

Joe D’Alonzo  
Jackson Memorial Hospital  
Miami, FL

“The Swiss Army Knife of Travel Apps”

SpeechTrans saved my patient’s life.

Alex Hamburger  
Fire/EMS Dept.  
Prince George County

-Gizmodo

-Gizmodo
Contact SpeechTrans

SpeechTrans.com
facebook.com/SpeechTransInc
twitter.com/SpeechTrans
youtube.com/SpeechTrans
1.800.605.3579